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It is well known (see [3,6,9, 10, 111) that Dyck paths are in bijection with “Dyck words”, 
“ballot sequences”, “well formed sequences of parentheses”, “2-lines standard-tableaux”, 
“binary trees”, “ ordered trees”; all these are counted by Catalan numbers. In the present text, 
we replace the north-east steps of a Dyck path by steps from an arbitrary finite multi-set Y of 
vectors with integral coordinates in the plane. In order to study these generalized Dyck paths, 
called A-paths, we have to introduce many closely related families of paths. The corresponding 
(multi-variable) generating functions satisfy an intricate system of algebraic equations which 
leads to a polynomial equation satisfied by A. For example when Y is ((1, 1)) (respectively 
{(1,2), (2,l)); {(1,3), (3, l)}) this polynomial equation is of degree 2 (resp. 4, 8). More 
generally when Y= {u,, u2, . , u,} where uj = (ri, j) then A =A(u,, u2, . . . , u,) satisfies a 
polynomial equation of degree 2” with coefficients in h [u,, u2, , u,]. 
0. IntroducEon 
Let Y be a finite multi-set (i.e. a set with repetitions) of vectors (or steps) in 
N x N where N = {1,2, . . . ,}. For u =(r, S)E 9, we write u* =(r, --s), r= 
nr(u) and s = JG~(u). Repetitions of the same vector in 9 may be thought as steps 
of different colors. 
Definition 1. An 9-Dyck path (for short we call these A-paths) is a path in H x Z 
which: 
(a) is made only of steps in Y+ Y* 
(b) starts at (0,O) and ends on the x-axis 
(c) never goes strictly below the x-axis. 
If it is made of 1 steps and ends at (n, 0), we say that it is of length I and size n. 
Definition 2. For k 2 0, an A”‘‘-path is an A-path which touches the x-axis, not 
counting at (0, 0), exactly k times. 
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Definition 3. For i > 0, a B,-path is a path in Z X Z which satisfies (a), (b) and (c) 
of Definition 1 except that it ends at (n, i) for some n. If it touches the x-axis, not 
counting at (0, 0), exactly k times, we call it a Blk’-path. We set B0 =A. 
Definition 4. For i > 0, a C,-path is a path in Z X Z which satisfies (a), (b) and (c) 
of Definition 1 except it needs only stay above the line u = -i. If it touches this 
line exactly k times, we call it a Cl“‘-paths. We set Co = A. 
Let Y = {ul, u2, . . . , u,} and u,, u2, . . . , u, be corresponding formal vari- 
ables. Consider the m-variables generating function 
A =A(ul, U2, . . . , U,) = C Ui,i2.,.;mUillU~. . . Us 
i,sO 
where Q...~, is the number of A-paths in which Vls j < m, u, and u,? appear a 
total of ii times. Similarly we define the generating functions Ack), Bi, B$“‘, Ci 
and C!k’ I . 
Lemma 1. If we set Uj = t (respectively uj = t’f; uj =xyq where 5 = nI(uj)) in 
A(u,, ~2, . . . , u,), we obtain the generating function for A-paths with respect to 
length (respectively size; length in x and size in y) and similarly for the other 
generating series. 
Main Theorem. Let Y = {uI, u2, . . . , u,,,} where uj=(q,j), lcjcm, rj>O. 
The generating functions A, A(‘), and for 1 G i cm, Bi, BI”, Ci, Cl”’ satisfy the 
following system of 4m - 2 algebraic equations (recall that B. = Co = A): 
(1) A.A”‘+l=A 
(2) Acl’=,fJI Cj-luT+2 Isj2sm ($,Bp,c .Bi-/c)UiUj 
(3) Bi=A.BIO’ for lSi<m 
(4) C, = C,_l + BJ”’ . Bi for 1~ i < m 
(5) CJ”‘=Ci-l for lSi<m 
for l~i<m. 
Proof. (1) A = CkaOAck) = CkaO (A”‘)k = (1 -A(‘))-‘. 
(2) In an arbitrary A”‘-path, erase the first and last steps. If these steps are ui 
and u: one gets a C-i-path; if they are ui and UT (with 1 s i <j < m) one gets, 
after translation, a path from (0,O) to (n - ri - rj, j - i) which always stays above 
the line y = -i + 1. These paths have generating function 
where y = k - i is the lowest horizontal line which the path touches. 
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(3) easy; 
(4) easy; 
(5) trivial; in fact we may very well eliminate the Ci’)‘s and equation (5) from 
the system. 
(6) Removing the first step (say Uj) of a By’-path gives a path from (rj, j) 
to (n, i) for some n which always stays above the line y = 1. After translation 
this corresponds to a path from (0,O) to (n - 5, i -j) which stays above y = 
1 -j. These paths have generating function C~?r@Si)Bi(l)kBi-k as was proved in 
(2). q 
Theorem 1. The generating functions A, Bi, 1 s i < m, satisfy the following system 
of m equations (where A = B. and B-, = 0 for n > 0): 
(*) A = 1+ C (C Bi-~Bj_*)UiUj 
l&,jzm k31 
(**) Bi=~ (CAB;-,B,-,)Uj for lSi<m. 
> 
Proof. To obtain (*); multiply (2) by A, substitute in (1) use (3) and (4’) 
AC, =AC,_, + Bf. TO obtain (**); multiply (6) by A. El 
Theorem 2. Let 9’ be arbitrary finite multi-set and m = max,,yn2(u). Zf in the 
algebraic system of Theorem 1, we replace ui(l S j s m) by C,,C,,=j u (note that 
this sum may very well be zero), we get an algebraic system of m equations 
satisfied by the IYI-variables generating functions A, Bi, 1 s i < m. 
Remark 1. We could also add “horizontal steps” in our generalized Dyck paths 
(these could be called generalized Motzkin paths): let u. = (rob, 0), r. > 0, and u. 
be the corresponding variable. The system of equations satisfied by the 
(m + 1)-variables generating functions A, A(l), Bi, BI”, Ci and Ci(‘) (1 s i < m) is 
the same except the extra term u. is added to the right hand side of (2). For 
example, taking Y= ((1, 0), (1,l)) leads to Motzkin paths (with bicolored 
horizontal steps) whose generating function (with respect to length = size) M(t) 
satisfies: 
t*M+(2t-l)M+l=O andM=$(l-2t-vm). 
Recall that there is a nice bijection [ll] between (classical) Dyck paths of 
length 2n + 2 and bicolored Motzkin paths of length n (both of these are counted 
by the (n + l)th-Catalan number): after erasing first and last steps of the Dyck 
path replace successively the “pits”, “creux”, “doubles montees” and “doubles 
descentes” by respectively “horizontal steps of the first color”, “of the second 
color”, “montees” and “descentes” to get the corresponding bicolored Motzkin 
path. 
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1. 19’1 = 1 (classical Dyck paths) 
When Y= {u}, u = (I, l), the system in the main theorem becomes (with 
u1= u): 
(1) A =A .A(‘)+ 1; (2) A(‘) = u2A 
Lemma 2. We have u2A2 -A + 1 = 0 and A = (1/2u2)(1 - VW). Moreover 
we have a2,,, = (l/m + l)(‘m) (the mth-Catalan number) and a2m+l = 0. 
Remark 2. In general for u = (r, s), s > 0; A is the same (just shrink everything 
by a factor l/s in the y direction). The case u = (r, 0) is different: A = (1 - 2~))‘; 
a, = 2”. 
When Y= {ul, uZ}, u1 = (rI, l), u2 = (r2, 2), we get from Theorem 1 (with 
u1 = u, ZQ = v) the following 4th-degree polynomial equation satisfied by A: 
Proposition 1. The generating function A = A(u, v) satisfies the polynomial 
equation : 
v4A4 - v2(2v + 1)A3 + (u” + 2v2 + 2v)A* - (2v + l)A + 1 = 0. 




Setting u = t2 and v = t (resp. u = v = t) the polynomial equation and explicite 
expression for the generating series of “Dyck paths of chess-knight moves with 
respect to size (resp. length)“, which was found in [8], is obtained. 
3. ]9]=3 
When Y= {ui, u2, u3}, ui = (ri, i), 1 c i s 3, we get from solving the system of 
Theorem 1 (with u, = u, u2 = v, u3 = w): 
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Proposition 2. The generating function A = A(u, v, w) satisfies the polynomial 
equation : 
w8A8 - w6(2v + 1)A7 + w”(u” + 2v2 + 2v - 2uw + w2)A6 
- w2(2v3 + v2 - 4uvw - 2uw + 2vw2 + w2)A5 
+ (v” + 2u2w2 - 4uv2w - 4uw3 + 4v2w2 + w2)A4 
- (2v3 + v2 - 4uvw - 2uw + 2vw2 + w2)A3 
+(~~+2v~+2v-2u~+~~)A~-(2~+1)A+l=O 
Remark 3. This can also be written: 
(v” + 2u2w2 - 4uv2w - 4uw3 + 4v2w2 + w2)A4 
- (1 + w2A2)(2v3 + v2 - 4uvw - 2uw + 2vw2 + w2)A3 
(1 + w4A4)(u2 + 2v2 + 2v - 2uw + w2)A2 - (1 + w6A6)(2v + l)A 
+ (1 + wxA8) = 0. 
Of course, setting w = 0 gives back Proposition 1; setting u = v = 0 gives a 
polynomial which is divisible by w2A2 -A + 1 (see Remark 2 and Lemma 2). 
Remark 4. In general, when Y= {Up, u2, . . . , u,} where uj = (rj, j), 
A(ul, ~2, . . . , u,) seems to satisfy a polynomial equation of degree 2” with 
leading coefficient uz. 
Corollary 1. Setting u = t3, v = 0 and w = t, in Proposition 2, we find that A(t), 
the generating series for Dyck paths of “(1, 3)-knight moves” with respect to size, 
satisfies : 
t8A8 - t6A7 + (t’” - 2t8 + t6)A6 + (2t’ - t4)A’ 
+ (2t* - 4t6 + t2)A4 + (2t4 - t2)A3 + (t6 - 2t4 + t2)A2 -A + 1 = 0. 
Corollary 2. Setting u = 0, v = t3 and w = t2, in Proposition 2, we find that A(t), 
the generating series for Dyck paths of “(2, 3)-knight” moves with respect to size, 
satisfies : 
t16AX - (2t” + t12)A7 + (2t14 + t12 + 2t”)Ah- (2t13 + 2t” + t’O + t’)A” 
+ (t12 + 4t’” + t4)A4 - (2t’ + 2t7 + t6 + t4)A3 
+ (2t6 + t4 + 2t3)A2 - (2t3 + l)A + 1 = 0 
Corollary 3. Setting u = v = w = t, in Proposition 2, we find that A(t), the 
generating series with respect to length for Dyck paths with 9’ = {u,, u2, u3}, 
satisfies :
t8A8 - t6(2t + 1)A7 + 2ts(t + 1)A6 - t2(t2 - 1)A4 
+ 2t(t + 1)A2 - (2t + l)A + 1 = 0. 
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Remark 5. We easily get a recurrence formula for the coefficients of the series 
A(u,, ~2,. . . , u,) from the polynomial equation it satisfies. For example, 
Lemma 2 gives a, = 1, fZ,+i = Ci+j=n a$j. 
Conclusion. We may think of all these A-paths as words in the letters X, y, jj (by 
replacing u = (r, s) (resp. U* = (r, -s)) by the word x’yS (resp. x’y”). The 
corresponding languages are algebraic but the degree of the polynomial equation 
they satisfy becomes rapidly very high. A closely related subject which is certainly 
worth studying is “Brownian motions in the plane” formed with steps (r, s), 
(r, --s), (--r, s), (--r, - s w ) h ere u = (I, s) is taken from a given finite multi-set of 
vectors. 
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